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Band Major of Pakistan Desert Rangers, Muhammad Iqbal (center) leads while conducting team members mounted on camels during the march in Moj
Garh, 100 kilometers east of the city of Bahawalpur in Punjab province. — AFP 

Ahaunting peal reminiscent of the Scottish
Highlands reverberates across Pakistan’s inhos-
pitable Cholistan desert as the nation’s first

camel-mounted military bagpipe band marches,
noses in the air. With scarlet and gold uniforms in
sharp contrast to the dichromatic landscape of beige
and green, the camels’ tails switch in perfect rhythm.
Their passengers sway above them with looks of nerv-
ous concentration as they try to keep balance while
blaring out the notes. “It is very difficult to play the
bagpipe while sitting on the camel,” admits piper
Muhammad Hussain. “But we have now learned the
art.” The band, part of the Pakistan Desert Rangers, was
formed last year after hundreds of animals went out of
service, reduced by the latest military patrol vehicles
to doing mere donkey’s work-that is until the idea to
dress them in bunting and put bagpipers on their
backs was born.

After making their debut before startled spectators
at Pakistan’s National Day parade in Islamabad in
March, they are now deployed in Moj Garh, 100 kilo-
meters east of the city of Bahawalpur in Punjab
province, where they drill daily in preparation for a
potential international career. Wing commander
Lieutenant Colonel Abdul Razzaq says the band is a
matter of pride for his troops, particularly as a counter-
balance to arch-rival India. India, he admits, does have
its own camel-mounted military band-but theirs, he
notes pointedly, “is a brass band”, with not a bagpipe
in sight. The Pakistani version helps keep them on
“equal footing” with “our enemy”, he adds as the
camels march past to the beat of the drums.

“They (the troops) should not feel demoralized...
They should feel pride that we also have such a band.
We are not less than anyone else.” Moj Garh, home to a
centuries-old fort, serves as a base for troops in the
Pakistan army, and its desert location made it a prime
choice for officials deciding where to locate their
camel band camp. The army has built a huge farm
housing some 170 camels there, where handlers train
the temperamental animals to toe the line. “It is an
uphill task to train the camels, who are known for their
anger, vengeance and mood-swings,” Razzaq says, as
nearby handlers drape their charges in costumes
before the start of a performance.

A team of veterinary doctors and medics give
round-the-clock care and the handlers provide
prompt feedings. “They get angry and start fighting
with each other if we do not feed them on time,”
Sepoy Asghar Ali, one of the handlers, tells AFP, admit-
ting that while camels are “quite intelligent” they are
also quick to fury. He describes the relationship as
“friendly”, but it hasn’t been an easy road. “We have
trained them in such a way that they don’t get upset
with even drum sounds... they obey our orders now.”

Ready for the world stage
It’s not all marching. Some of the specially trained

camels also perform in an acrobatics display, featuring
Rangers perched upside down on their backs and pyr-
amids of riders balancing across three camels at a
time-a manoeuvre described, somewhat understated-
ly, by Razzaq as one of the “most difficult” to perform.
The uniforms-from elaborate neck and leg bands for

the camels to the bagpipers’ tartan-are hand-stitched
in the city of Sialkot northeast of the capital Islamabad.
“I feel pride in wearing this uniform and playing the
bagpipe while sitting on the camel,” the bagpiper
Hussain said near the Moj Garh fort. Band major and
Sub-Inspector Muhammad Iqbal, whose task it was to
train the band, says it was difficult getting them over
the hump. “But I did it,” he says proudly, adding that
the camels are now “good friends”. “They are more loy-
al than humans.”

Since their March debut the band has performed
just once, in the eastern city of Lahore. But they are
now poised for bigger things, says Razzaq, who hopes
to secure specialized training for his team at Pakistan’s
prestigious Army School of Music.  There is at least one
other known camel-mounted military bagpipe band:
the Sultan of Oman’s Royal Cavalry Band. But
Pakistan’s pipers may soon rival them on the world
stage. “We can perform anywhere in Pakistan even at a
very short notice,” Razzaq says. “We are even ready to
perform outside Pakistan-if facilities are provided to us
to transport the camels.”— AFP 

Pakistan’s camel-mounted
military bagpipe band: Thirsty for fame

They came from all over conservative Algeria, clad in
black leather, studded bracelets and even the tradi-
tional Muslim veil to revel in a rare heavy metal con-

cert. Organized earlier this month in the eastern city of
Constantine-designated this year’s Capital of Arab Culture
by the Arab League and UN cultural agency UNESCO-the
two-day Fest 213 brought together metal fans from across
this North African country.

Headbanging and mosh pits may seem incongruous in
Algeria, where the government prefers to promote tradi-

tional music and events that bolster its Arab-Muslim identi-
ty. But the country has had a solid core of metal fans for
more than two decades and-despite occasional media
charges of “devil worship”-the music is attracting a new
generation of followers. “This is really unprecedented,” a
young woman from Constantine going by the name
“Sadness Spirit” said at Fest 213, which shares its name
with Algeria’s international dialling code.

Dressed in black leather, with face piercings and dyed-
red hair, she was waiting for a concert to begin, accompa-

nied by a friend with her own piercings but also wearing a
Muslim veil. Nearby stood a group of young men dressed
in black T-shirts, their arms tattooed and their hair slicked
back with gel. “Outside of concerts we don’t dress this way
or act this way to avoid trouble,” said “Sadness Spirit”. The
festival featured five bands, including Franco-Algerian acts
like Acyl and Arkan, but also homegrown outfits like Traxx,
Fingerprints and Numidas. A far cry from the country’s Rai
pop music, Algerian metal first emerged in the 1990s, a
decade marked by a devastating war between the govern-

ment and Islamists.

‘Metalhead and Muslim’
With authorities preoccupied with battling extremism-

the war eventually claimed 200,000 lives-an underground
metal scene flourished largely unnoticed by the country at
large. More recently it has come under fire, with conserva-
tives accusing the music of corrupting Algeria’s youth. El
Biled, a conservative television channel, launched a viru-
lent attack last summer against metal fans, accusing them
of being “devil worshippers”. It broadcast a documentary
featuring fans speaking of black magic, with images of
skulls flashing in the background. The documentary
prompted a backlash from metal afficionados on social
media, with one Facebook page urging supporters to
adopt the slogan “I’m a metalhead and a Muslim”. Artists
have also accused the government of using its control over
concert venues to limit their performances, blocking some
bands and telling others to change their lyrics.

Malik Chaoui, an Algerian cultural activist, said the gov-
ernment too often promotes “cultural policies that aim to
control thought” and needs to accept more diversity. For
now, followers of alternative music are doing what they
can outside the mainstream, using social media for promo-
tion and finding independent associations willing to help
organize events. In Algiers, a group of young people have
set up a group dubbed Mayhem to help promote musi-
cians who play rock, metal and blues. It has already
arranged for performances on the terrace of the capital’s
Museum of Fine Arts. “Officials consider these movements
as too Westernized and not profitable, but in fact a metal
concert brings in a lot of people,” said 21-year-old Mayhem
member Zakaria Brahami.— AFP 

Members of Pakistan Desert Rangers, perform during a march in Moj Garh, 100
kilometers east of Bahawalpur in Punjab province. A haunting peal reminiscent
of the Scottish Highlands reverberates across Pakistan’s inhospitable Cholistan
desert as what is believed to be the world’s only camel-mounted military bagpipe
band marches, noses in the air. 

Band members of Pakistan Desert
Rangers, arrive after performing

in Moj Garh, some 100 kilometers
east of Bahawalpur in Punjab

province. — AFP photos

In Algeria, heavy metal bangs up against tradition

Algerian girls flash the ‘sign of the horns’, a gesture commonly used in rock and metal
music culture, as they attend a rock and metal music festival ‘Fest 213’ in the north-
eastern Algerian city of Constantine.

Algerian rock group Traxxx from the northern central city of Tizi Ouzou play during
the two-day ‘Fest 213’ rock and metal festival in the north-eastern Algerian city of
Constantine. — AFP photos


